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SPECTATOR SAFETY DRIVE YIELDS NEW RALLY
REQUIREMENTS
The MSA project to enhance
spectator safety in rallying
reached a major milestone
on the 24th April with the
publication of the 2015
Multi-Venue Stage Rally
Safety Requirements, which
set a clear template for how
events must be run from 1
June this year.

They are available on the
MSA website via the following link:

2015 Multi-Venue Stage
Rally Safety Requirements
Rob Jones, MSA Chief Executive, said: “This is an
important, comprehensive
and detailed piece of work
that seeks to set the safety
The new document represtandards for all multisents the first tangible result venue stage rallies in the
of the MSA’s commitment
UK. Many such rallies will
to implementing the recom- already satisfy most of
mendations of the Mothese requirements and will
torsport Event Safety Reneed only to adjust certain
view (MESR) established by elements of their organisathe Scottish Government
tion to comply fully. For
following the 2014 Jim
others it will set a number
of new but very achievable
Clark Rally.
targets.
The requirements cover
many safety-related topics,
“This is a major milestone
including roles and responsi- in the journey stage rallying
bilities, risk management,
is
marshals’ training, communication and much more.

taking to ensure its
future. It will be updated later this year for
the 2016 season and
beyond, with additional
guidance toward the
content and standardisation of safety manuals,
stage set-up diagrams
and more.”
In total the MESR presented 29 recommendations, which the MSA
has committed to implementing in a staged
manner over the next
two years. These recommendations are outlined here.
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John Cleland Open Letter

“I have not had
so much fun at a
meeting for years
and urge you all
to attend, you
never know you
might enjoy it.”

Since my appointment as President of the Scottish Association of
Car Clubs in September 2014 a lot has happened not all of it immediately obvious to an onlooker.
My stated aim was to help make Scottish motorsport, its clubs and all
the officials a lot more joined up with a clear strategy for the future.
This means:
·
Improving communication between all of the above.
·
Sharing of best practice rather than re-inventing the wheel.
·
Recruiting more Marshals and officials into motorsport.
·
Introducing an Incentive scheme for marshals with "money can‟t buy
experiences" for marshals during 2015.
·
Getting all marshals registered and trained with a plan going forward
regardless of their current discipline.
·
Making SACC more accountable for getting things done in Scottish
Motorsport and supporting its members in whatever they need to get their
jobs done.
This also coincided with the Motor Sport Safety Review findings by Scottish Government into how we go forward with Multi Venue Stage rallying in
2015 and beyond. A number of you attended the meeting where Rob
Jones of the MSA, Jacqueline Campbell of the Scottish Government and
also the Forestry Commission all made presentations and it was clear to
me that we now have an opportunity to change for the better, some of what
we have done for years.
This is not to say that we do not run great events in Scotland, but with 4
fatalities in the last few years we are now a lot more under the microscope
than before and need to make some changes before they are forced upon
us.
The last meeting of the SACC was the AGM in March and it turned out to
be the most interesting meeting so far, with 28 of the 53 registered clubs in
attendance. After the usual AGM general business that has to be done, I
threw in a few of my more diplomatic comments to get some reaction and
to save getting the defibrillator out !!!
The entire assembled group all took part in a debate style discussion for
the next hour or so about what could be done and how we do it and who
could do it best. It was great to see the passion in the room at last with lots
of great suggestions from some people who had never previously spoken
at a SACC meeting.
What we need now is for the other 25 member clubs to attend and join in
the discussions around change. My plea now is that all 53 clubs in the Association attend the next SACC meeting on the 16th June regardless of
distance and voice their views because if you don‟t, you won‟t get the support your club needs, because we have no idea what you want.
I have not had so much fun at a meeting for years and urge you all to attend, you never know you might enjoy it.
We are going to change the face of Motorsport in Scotland and its better
you are all on board to help make the difference.
If you feel you want to have a chat with me please feel free to call me direct.
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View from the Vice Chair
It is 18 months since I was invited to stand as vice chair of the Scottish Association of Car Clubs. I am
honoured to have been elected and, having recently retired from my professional career, I am very
keen to get on with whatever needs to be done. Although I have been active in the sport for most of
the past 40 years, my involvement on the club organisation side ended with the sad passing into history of Lanarkshire Car Club. I said when I took on the role that it would take me at least 12 months of
watching from the side lines before I felt I was in a position to add real value. Well that honeymoon
has come to an abrupt end.
The 13 Regional Associations allow the MSA to provide guidance and support to clubs, and also allow
clubs to provide feedback to the MSA. Historically, SACC (and before it the East and West Associations) has been rather passive in this role. Working towards changing the way SACC works, we are
trying hard to improve how we communicate to the member clubs and also directly to the club members. The SACC Facebook page has become much more active and is a prime communication channel for those who use it. The website landing page now has an active news feed which we will try to
keep fresh. Remember that the website also gives access to a huge depth of information including
events calendar, club contacts and routine stuff like the proceedings of SACC meetings.
The SACC elected officers are trying to be more active where they can but in reality, SACC is not set
up to deliver anything. That is where you all come in for it is the member clubs that do all the work.
They organise and promote events. They attract new members and encourage new competitors. They
recruit marshals and other event officials.
I want to hear from you how you think SACC can help. What should we be doing more of? What
should we stop doing? These suggestions can be extended to the MSA if you think it relevant.
But I also want to hear from you about how you can help. SACC has a number of vacancies in coordinator roles. Furthermore, there is not much evidence of succession planning for any of the SACC
positions. If SACC it to be less passive then people need to step up.
Why do I make this plea? It should be clear to us all that the environment in which all motorsport disciplines operate is far from passive. There are threats to our sport from various angles but there are
also opportunities that we are not grasping.
Amongst the opportunities, the potential sources of funding to further develop motorsport both internally from the MSA and externally from bodies including Sports Scotland. Scottish Motor Sport (SMS)
has been set up to try to get the most from these opportunities for which the starting point is to create
a strategic plan. There is a piece from Rory Bryant telling you more about this. One of the key strategic priorities is to increase participation and there is a piece from Alison Clark about the activities of
Go Motorsport. All of the SACC member clubs should be fully dialled in to these opportunities.
High on the list of threats has been the findings of the Scottish Government review of rally safety. Jacqueline Campbell is leading the implementation of this for the MSA and has written about this for you.
Again, this is something that all SACC member clubs need to be close to since the possible impact
reaches beyond rallies.
So this is my call to arms. Please contact me in person or
by phone or by e mail with your thoughts.
Pete Weall
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Scottish Motor Sports
SMS News
Following on from the successful submission of the strategic plan last
year, Sportscotland have confirmed continued funding of £40,000 for
SMS, for the period April 15 – April 16. Whilst this investment does not
reflect an increase over last year‟s funding, we are very positive about
the future.
In October we have the opportunity to present an updated strategic plan
to the Sportscotland Investment Panel. Success here will enable motor
sport the chance to gain a place on the more substantial Sportscotland
investment cycle and ultimately secure more funding and support in the
future. This is significant progress for a sport that - up until recently –
was not recognised by Scotland‟s national agency for sport.
In the interim though, we will be carrying out development activities that
contribute towards our 2015 / 16 targets, which have been set and
agreed with Sportscotland.
SMS 2015 / 16 targets (April 15 – April 16):
10 clubs are members of Local Sports Councils
6 MSA Level 2 Coaches certified in Scotland
SACU coaching strategy completed
Increase membership by 2% (Current MSA & SACU membership
= 8322)
Over the coming months, we will be working closely with Clubs, Events
and other key stakeholders to achieve these targets. We will be launching a new initiative to support clubs and their promotions in local areas
and we will also have a presence at some key events during 2015 to
promote motor sport to the public. In addition to this, we will be updating the existing SMS website into a more interactive and beneficial resource for the Scottish motor sport community.
CLUB Reminder
The application deadline for the next round of the EventScotland National Funding Programme is the 5th June 2015. Events which take
place from January 2016 onwards and meet the standard criteria are
eligible to apply for this round of investment.
For more info on the National Programme, visit:
http://www.eventscotland.org/funding/national-eventsprogramme/

www.scottishmotorsports.co.uk
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Rally Safety Programme Update
An update on the rally safety work will be a feature of the new SACC newsletter so that you all
know what‟s happening and when it‟s happening. I am now working for the MSA on secondment
from the Scottish Government to assist with the implementation of the safety recommendations
that came out of the work carried out by the Scottish Government chaired Review Group. I will
have met a lot of you on my travels round Scotland and hope to meet as many people as possible whilst I am out and about at rallies in Scotland this year.
Many of you will know why change is needed. Everything has to be done to make sure that rallies are as safe as they can be for everyone attending - spectators, press and volunteers. This is
an opportunity to set the scene for safety in stage rallying for the next 20 years and to ensure that
stage rallying continues. The MSA, Scottish Government and Forestry Commission have all
been working together on safety and are committed to the future of the sport. However, we all
know that the most important people in the sport are the volunteers who make it happen – everyone who goes out on every wet weekend in a Scottish forest and gets bitten by the midge to support the sport they love! We need your support as these changes are taken forward.
A lot has been happening over the last couple of months. 3 club meetings have been held – one
in Scotland hosted by the SACC - and on Friday 24 April the MSA published the new interim rally
safety guidelines which all multi-venue stage rallies must comply with in 2015. A comprehensive
final rally safety manual will be published around November this year and will be put together by
a working group chaired by Andrew Kellitt. I am meeting each of the Scottish 2015 rally teams
and working with Nicky Moffitt and Robert Reid as the safety delegates for Scotland this year.
Nicky and Robert will be doing a lot of work to support individual events.
Safety has to be at the centre of every rally and rallies have to be run as more than sporting competitions – as spectator events. The rally safety requirements for 2015 are a good step on the
way to implementation of the 29 recommendations from the review group. All the recommendations should be implemented by around January 2017. I will keep you posted about individual
pieces of work here as they are taken forward. The April 2015 MSA News also gives more information and a link to a full list of the changes. Within the 2015 requirements you will find important changes around marshal numbers, the safety delegate role and the approach to assessing
risks to spectators. Much of what you will find is also common sense. The MSA will keep all of
this under review to make sure that it works. If you have ideas or think something is missing – let
us know – we all need to work together. Buy me a cup of tea next time you see me and I will
listen!
I am off to the Granite City Rally to get my first taste of marshalling along with Rory Bryant. We
will make sure we learn from all the experienced folk who will be there keeping us under control!
Hopefully see some of you at the McRae Challenge event at Knockhill on 16-17 May – it should
be a great weekend.
Jacqueline
Jacqueline Campbell
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SMRC MAY RACEDAY - 3RD MAY
2015
Next event for SMRC
is the May Raceday
at Knockhill on Sunday 3rd May. Should
be a packed programme of racing
with over 140 competitors entered
across the 7 Championships. Championship racing for Scottish BMW Compact
Cup, Scottish Classics, Scottish Fiestas,
Scottish Formula
Ford 1600, Legends
Cars, Celtic Speed
Minis and Scottish
Sports & Saloons.
Tickets for this event
can be booked
through Knockhill
www.knockhill.com
01383 723337

Event News
SACC RTT CHAMPIONSHIP
March Report
The first round in the championship was held at Glen Gorm
Castle near Tobermory on Mull. The course was a private estate track approximately 1.3 miles in length. The weather was
mixed all day, with sharp showers at regular intervals although
with some brighter periods.
Three of our registered competitors were on Mull to contest the
event, and all managed to score competitive runs. Roy Kemp
had the doubtful honour of going off two runs in a row, but luckily his earlier runs were quite fast. The results are shown below
with the Championship Registered competitors highlighted.
Liam Wood in his Escort had a battle with Reay Mackay in a
Mitsubishi Evo for FTD finally triumphing by 1.2 seconds.
Registrations are still open, so I look forward to more registrations before the next round at Fort Augustus in May.
Gerry Potter - Championship Co-Ordinator
John Clayton sends his grateful thanks to all those who turned
out to support the Glengorm RTT.
Results

Disability Motorsport Scotland

Disability Motorsport Scotland was launched on April 21st at Knockhill.
DMS are an Association that develops motorsport participation for
disabled persons throughout the country, free of charge. On the launch
McRae Rally
day, 18 drivers got the opportunity to experience karting, a skid pan
Challenge
session in Baron Motorsports' Renault Megane and several track laps
16/17 May
in their specially converted Volvo S60 T5 track car under the watchful
Exciting event at
Knockhill with top driv- eye and guidance of a senior Knockhill instructor. All of the cars and
ers including WRC
karts are fully adapted for disabled drivers with specialist hand controls
winner Kris Meeke,
(mechanical and electronic). This is made possible by Baron
BTCC star Gordon
Shedden, Hannu Mik- Motorsports (a SACC member club) who own the cars and are working
kola driving a Group B with us.
Audi! Keep up to date
with all the news at
McRae Challenge enter code SACC15 for
discounted tickets!
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Go Motorsport
Firstly, many thanks to those clubs and individuals who have given feedback on school and college visits, membership and marshal recruitment drives, and participation initiatives. Your kind
comments have resulted in the MSA putting final plans together to invest further in the GoMotorsport programme, and from 1st May will be devoting more time to motorsports development
every week. This will mean more time allocated to helping your club grow, to bring new competitors into the sport, and helping you with logistics in organising live events. The last three years
in this role have been hugely enjoyable, and I am delighted that throughout the UK the programme has received this valuable investment.
My diary is filling up fast with requests from clubs for promotional activities at agricultural shows,
local galas and scheduled events. These include a trip to Skye in June, where I will be spending
a whole day in a secondary school, then consolidate this with a PCA giving passenger rides to
pupils aged 14+, offering discounted club membership on the night. Please get in touch if you
think that your club would benefit from a similar event.
We‟ve looked into the feasibility of a live event outside a motorsports environment, both at Bellahouston and Strathclyde Park. Both have hosted rally stages in the past and would offer a great
spectator experience. Health and Safety legislation, and Council rules for live events mean that
the cost of perimeter fencing and safety barriers alone would be £28,000, rendering our proposal
unattainable. Instead, plans are in place to hold a GoMotorsport Scotland Live! event at
Knockhill in August in conjunction with a Scottish Motor Racing Club meeting. We‟ll be sending
out information very soon, and inviting clubs to take part in what will be a great way to engage
with potential new members and competitors.
Scottish Motor Sports (SMS) and GoMotorsport will be working together at the McRae Rally Challenge at Knockhill next month, offering advice on getting involved at grassroots level, how to start
marshalling and how to find your local club. Glenrothes MSC will also be running a taster PCA
with passenger rides. The kind folks at Knockhill have organised a weekend discount ticket for
us, by entering the code SACC15 at the checkout stage:
www.motorsport-events.knockhill.com/events/mcrae-rally-challenge
Please come along and say hello.
Alison Clark
Tel 07950 914433
Scotland@gomotorsport.net
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Marshal News
VISIT SUNNY CRAIL
AND MARSHAL AT
THE SUMMER
STAGES!
Be part of a full day of
Motorsport at this historic venue. Experienced pros and novices all welcome. Saturday 13th June 2015.
Signing on 08:15am
We offer: Free entry to
a marshal-only drawFiver a head fuel
money, Bags of grub
and goodies Hot lunch
Up to 100 cars in action
www.glenrothes-msc.com
marshal.coordinator@glenrothes-msc.com

Visit John
Fife‟s blog to
keep updated
with the latest
Scottish Rallying news and
more in-depth
reports on his
online Rally
Mag

Clubs promoting motorsport events in Scotland identified some time ago that
action was needed to improve recruitment, retention and training of marshals. SACC Club representatives have heard on several occasions about the
Marshalling initiative to be set up in Scotland.
But the mechanics of a workable proposal were not that easy, whether from the
point of view of getting access to a common database, the way in which it would
operate, manually or driven by clever software, or the type of rewards programme which could be offered. To be quite honest, the initiative became
bogged down to the point where it had to be revisited and there will be firm
news on it soon.
In the meantime, the world of rallying and indeed motor sport in general
changed due to the fatalities on the 2013 Snowman Rally and in particular, the
2014 Jim Clark Rally. Like it or not, something had to be done or else the
„authorities‟, whichever they might be, would take a dim view of a sport which
was not prepared or capable of sorting itself out.
In February, the Scottish Government seconded Jacqueline Campbell to the
MSA in order to make sure that the recommendations of the Motorsport Event
Safety Review were carried through and become standard procedure. As a result of this, there is an absolute need to get real with where we are all going on
the linked matters of marshal recruitment (across all disciplines, but with the
current emphasis on rallying), retention, training and reward.
We are coming to you, the member clubs of the Association, to set out a very
clear message. You need to take marshal training seriously, soon and for the
future. Last week, a meeting took place of a small core of people who wish to
see this happen and need your support to make sure that it is spread throughout the sport. For now, this is being called the Training Action Group and will
be kept tight to operate efficiently. What has been seen up to now as a „nice
thing, but not for us‟, has to be embraced by all clubs which need or supply
marshals for their or others‟ events.
What has been done.
An MSA course for new Instructors takes place later this month, which
will almost double the number of people available in Scotland and
that should help enormously.
The Association has a Training Coordinator who will be responsible for
collating and promoting training in any discipline in different locations
across the country.
The administration of training will be carried out by Scottish Motorsport
Marshals Club with valuable shared input from others, all of whom
know that this is vital to improving and moving forward the standards
in our sport.
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What clubs need to do now.
We need a link into as many clubs as we can, by somebody taking on the role of what could be
called a training champion within each club. Some active clubs already are passionate about
training; this is great and needs to be spread wider.
Their role is to be a link with the SACC Training Co-ordinator helping to identify local recruitment
and training needs and also promoting to their club when training events are being put on by
other clubs.
Clubs should think about their training needs – but not just before an event takes place – and come
to us to tell us what is required.
Clubs should be prepared to support training sessions which will be set up independently. These
will be in parts of the country to suit you as there is no point in expecting volunteers to travel
great distances if something can be set up locally.
Much as we can detest the word, we need to be pro-active if we are going to succeed.
What this will achieve.
There is a single chance to get this right and we should all know that all eyes are on Scotland. What we
do here might not be revolutionary, but it will be of the best quality and could prove to be a model for the
rest of the country.
There is no place for divisions in this process, we all have to work together. The training itself will be
given by the team of MSA accredited Instructors and Lead Trainers, as it must be. We hope also that
there is scope for online training of the fundamentals, which will help newcomers to the
sport find their feet and allow them to take part
sooner, but more of that later as it is made
known to us.
Please consider this seriously, consider how
your club can help, do find yourselves a club

More details on becoming a
MSA registered marshal on
the SACC website
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What Is On May/June
02/05/2015 Granite City Rally

Entry List

03/05/2015 SDMC Tar Autotest

Stonehaven & District MC

03/05/2015 Knockhill Race Meeting

SMRC

09/05/2015 Stravaigers lodge RTT

Highland Car Club

Entries

10/05/2015 Grass Autotest

Coltness Car Club

Regulations

10/05/2015

Glenrothes MSC

Regulations

Andy Wilson Memorial Autotest

Marshals
Regulations

More Information

10/05/2015 Tour of the Ochils

Caledonian Classic & Historic MC Regulations

10/05/2015
Grierson & Graham Targa Rally
Caption describing

SOSCC

picture or graphic.
16-17/05/15
McRae Rally Challenge

16/05/2015

Regulations

Knockhill Race Circuit
Scottish Sporting Car Club

Regulations

17/05/2015 Machars Car Club Sprint

Machars Car Club

Regulations

23-24/05/2015 Fintry Hillclimb

Grampian Automobile Club

Regulations

23/05/2015 Super Lap Scotland

Knockhill MSC

Regulations

24/05/2015 Autotest

63 Car Club

30/05/2015 Autotest

Skye Rally Club

31/05/2015 Jim Clark Reviers Rally

Competitors

06-07/06/2015 Golspie Sprint

Caithness Car Club

Iain Pinkerton Memorial Sprint

Marshals
Regulations

06/06/2015 Brahan Navigational Rally Highland Car Club
13/06/2015 Crail Summer Stages

Glenrothes MSC

14/06/2015 Great Glen Targa Rally

Highland Car Club

16/06/2015 Scottish Association Car Club Meeting Bridge of Allan
20-21/06/2015 Doune Hillclimb

Lothian Car Club

Regulations

21/06/2015 Knockhill Race Meeting

SMRC

Regulations

27/06/2015 Scottish Rally

RSAC

The full calendar for the year is on SACC website Events Calendar page, where
you can search by club, championship or type of event

To get your event added to the calendar visit the SACC website and complete the
form or contact Raymond Mann directly 01592 264517 rca.mann@btinternet.com
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Brick and Steel Junior 1000 Ecosse
14 to 17 Year Olds will compete on the McRae Rally Challenge
Excitement is mounting in the ranks of the young drivers who will participate in the 2015 Brick & Steel
Junior 1000 Ecosse Challenge - the Scottish version of the Junior 1000 car rallying national initiative
for young people aged 14 to 17. Nothing unusual in this excitement as we approach the first of 8
events that will make up the Championship in 2015 after a winter layoff of 6 months. But that first event
is no ordinary event - Oh No!! It is the McRae Rally Challenge at Knockhill on 16/17th May 2015. This
will probably be the most high profile event that the young drivers with ages ranging from 14 to 16 will
take part in - certainly in their Junior 1000 careers.
Ten Junior drivers from the Championship will line up beside some of the biggest and most famous
names in the rallying World to celebrate the anniversary of every rally fan's hero - Colin McRae and his
1995 World Rally Championship title. They will run over exactly the same roads in their fully rally prepared 1000 cc cars as the experienced and famous "Seniors". They may well be outpaced on the
blasts around the main track but their performances on the tight and twisty hillside special stage will
surprise many.
Six drivers will be continuing from 2014 and they will be joined by 4 new faces. In this "experienced"
category of 6 we will have Finlay Retson (Blairgowrie)in his second year; Craig MacIvor (Evanton) in
his fourth and final year; Brodie Balfour (Kirkcaldy) in his final year; Harry Chalmers (Inverurie) in his
second year; Dale Kelly (Dunblane) in his final year; Cameron Russell (Ayr) in his second year. And
they will be joined by our "overseas" competitor - Peter Bennett (Laighgall, Northern Ireland) - who did
come over and do a couple of our events in 2014 and acquited himself very well.
For the other 3 new faces, this will be their first ever rally. Myles Reid (Burrelton, Perthshire); Ewan
Tindall (Ryton, Tyne & Wear) and Elvin Smith (Dalgety Bay, Fife) have been getting behind the wheel
of their cars at every opportunity to prepare themselves for what must seem a very daunting task. But
like most other aspects of these young driver's perspective on life - "Is it bothering them?" No!!!
And sitting on the sidelines looking enviously on are 4 other youngsters who have not yet reached their
14th birthday. But their turn will come.
One of the great things about the Junior 1000 rally championships is that every year the "ingredients"
are shaken up. One of the key "ingredients" is the competitors. And faces change every year when
drivers graduate out and new blood comes in. Who will be the star this year? Or how many stars will
we have?
The best way to get a flavour is to book your tickets for the McRae Rally Challenge at Knockhill on
16/17th May (http://motorsport-events.knockhill.com/events/mcrae-rally-challenge) and come along
and see some of the finest rally driving - and rally cars - that you will ever see in Scotland.
Ends
For further information contact
David Barlow, Championship Co-ordinator - oordinator@j1000ecossechallenge.co.uk- 07768837927
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Thank you for reading the first SACC newsletter, I David Law started my role as communication co-ordinator for the SACC at the AGM in March. I hope this newsletter will be the first
step in building communication links between the SACC and club members. I want this
newsletter to cover as many different areas of motorsport as possible. In order to help communicate your events and include them you need to help by sending me the info. The newsletter will be produced on a bi-monthly basis to try and keep you informed and the content as
up to date as possible.
Newsletter deadline dates
25th June
25th August
25th October
If you would like to be added directly to the SACC mailing list then send me an email and
this will be arranged. Thank you to those who have contributed and Alan Scott Photography,
West Coast Photos, Alister Firth Photography and Daniel Forsyth for use of photos.
Please contact me with any comments or suggestions fro the next issue
David Law
saccdavid@gmail.com
DavidLaw@scottishcarclubs.com

Like the SACC Facebook page

Follow @scottishcarclub on twitter

Check the SACC website
for more information, club
contacts, event calendar
and latest news
www.scottishcarclubs.com

